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HARDSHELL

Lanagan jkt m
Designed in the most traditional
Schladminger loden and functional
softshell to offer high outdoor
activity performance in free ski and
board sports.
Details: big internal pocket, diagonal zipped front pockets, skipass
pocket on left arm, YKK Zipper,
stretchable water resistant
softshell where human ergonomics
require, pre-shaped elbows, formfitting adjustable hoody, cuff and
waistband, fully wind blocking liner,
reflecting tape around shoulder.

100 %

virgin

WOOL

Fabrics: Schladminger loden,
3L dermizax ev softshell, water
column 20,000
S-M-L-XL-XXL

smoke . chocolate . antra . red

Lanagan pant m/w
The mens and womens Lanagan
snow pants are designed in the
most traditional Schladminger loden and functional softshell to offer
high outdoor activity performance
in free ski and board sports.
Details: stretchy water resistant
softshell where human ergonomics
require, wind blocking liner, reflecting tape, two zipped pockets, ventilation zipper on legs, snow gaiter.
Fabrics: Schladminger loden,
3L dermizax ev softshell

Teil: Lanagan

100 %

virgin

WOOL

smoke . antra . chocolate

XS-S-M-L-XL-XXL
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HARDSHELL

Lanagan jkt w
This loden jacket for women offers
high performance in outdoor activities such as free ski and board
sports, and gives an unique touch
to the valuable Schladminger loden
which is mixed with functional softshell.
Details: big internal pocket, diagonal zipped front pockets, skipass
pocket on left arm, YKK Zipper,
stretchable water resistant
softshell where human ergonomics
require, pre-shaped elbows, formfitting adjustable hoody, cuff and
waistband, fully wind blocking liner,
reflecting tape around shoulder.

100 %

virgin

WOOL

Fabrics: Schladminger loden,
3L dermizax ev softshell, water
column 20,000
XS-S-M-L-XL

chocolate . antra . smoke . red

Femund jkt m
The most traditional loden jacket in
the JN Outerwear collection has a
very rough and stylish look. Offers
best weather protection during urban use and easy outdoor activity.
Details: high zipped collar, metal
zipper, napoleon pocket outside,
two hand-warming pockets, preshaped elbows, stylish open cut
finish, scottish pattern liner.
Fabrics: Schladminger loden

Teil: Lanagan

100 %

virgin

WOOL

antra

S-M-L-XL-XXL
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HARDSHELL

Nako jkt m/w
The full functional designed loden
jacket guarantees optimal weather
protection. Fits for everyday urban
use and all outdoor activities.
Details: form-fitting adjustable
hoody, pre-shaped elbow, water
resistant zipper, two zipped front
pockets, skidatacard pocket, adjustable waistband and cuff, taped
seams finish, stylish insert of textile pattern.
Fabrics: 3L tecnowool loden

Teil: Lanagan

tobacco . antra

XS - S-M-L-XL-XXL

Orion jkt m/w
This hardshell jacket is the most
functional jacket of the JN Outerwear collection. Taped seams offer
serious protection and are extremely abrasion resistant. Appropriate to hard alpine activity.
Details: form-fitting adjustable
hoody, pre-shaped elbow, water
resistant zipper, two zipped front
pockets, skipass pocket on left
shoulder, removable snowgaiter,
adjustable waistband and cuff,
taped seams finish, internal laminated mesh pocket, mesh pockets
for ventilation.

Teil: Lanagan

Fabrics: 3L dermizax ev softshell,
water column 20,000

XS - S-M-L-XL-XXL

jn-red . antra
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HARDSHELL

Ranko lightweight jkt m/w
Ultra functional protection for all
weathers and all movements, the
lightweight jacket is ideal for all
mountain and leisure activities.
Details: ergonomic fitting based
on stretchable fabric, contrast
water resistant zipper, adjustable
hoody, waistband and cuff, two
zipped pockets with ventilation use,
two net pockets on hips.
Fabrics: 2,5 L entrant de

coffee. jn-red

XS - S-M-L-XL-XXL

Ranko pant m/w
The totally effective over-trousers
for stormy weather protection
are light and compressible enough
to be taken everywhere.
Details: ergonomic fitting because of stretchable fabric, contrast
water resistant zipper, zipped
pocket at back.
Fabrics: 2,5 L entrant dt
Teil: Lanagan

XS - S-M-L-XL-XXL

coffee
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Norman m/w
Norman Pure

natural softSHELL

URANA jkt m
A perfectly stylish jacket for sustained outdoor activities, during
all seasons. The front softshell
layer protects you from wind chill.
The sleeves and the back part are
made of 100% boiled virgin wool to
guarantee maximum breathability.
Details: easy handling pockets,
Napoleon pocket with reflecting
zipper, two net pockets on hips.
Fabrics: boiled virgin wool 500,
3L dermizax ev softshell

Teil: Lanagan

100 %

virgin

WOOL

stone . moss . ruby red

S-M-L-XL-XXL

PLACID jkt w
This very stylish and cosy jacket is
extremely competitive in sportive
outdoor activities.
Details: wind blocking liner and
front part to protect you from
wind chill, snow star embroidery,
napoleon pocket, two hand-warming pockets, stylish hoody.
Fabrics: premium virgin wool
480, softshell

100 %

virgin

WOOL

Teil: Lanagan brown . antra . ruby red

XS-S-M-L-XL
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natural softSHELL

NORMAN jkt m/w
Unisex jacket in boiled wool designed for any outdoor and city
adventures.
Details: hoody with highloft liner,
napoleon pocket with big reflecting
JN logo, Teflon-treated microcordura protection on shoulder
and arm to avoid abrasion, handwarming pockets.
Fabrics: boiled virgin wool 500,
microcordura

100 %

virgin

WOOL

Teil: Lanagan

military . antra . fire . nightblue

XS-S-M-L-XL-XXL

NORMAN PURE jkt m/w
Unisex jacket in boiled wool designed for any outdoor and city
adventures.

Fabrics: boiled virgin wool 500,
microcordura

100 %

virgin

WOOL

XS-S-M-L-XL-XXL

antra . fire . nightblue
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vest / Pant
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Yoa summer
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vest / pant

KEEPIT vest m/w
Comfortable clever clothing for
activities all year round, perfect
mobility in movement, using the
benefits and functions of wool.
Details: hydrophobic microcordura shoulder application avoids abrasion and getting wet, napoleon pocket, two hand-warming pockets.
Fabrics: boiled virgin wool, 500,
microcordura

100 %

virgin

WOOL

XS-S-M-L-XL-XXL

antra . beige . military

mamori vest m/w
Urban styled hoody vest for leisure
and outdoor adventures.
Details: no-end front zipper, baseball cap designed hoody, scottish
square pattern, two hand-warming
pockets.
Fabrics: virgin wool 500,
scottish square loden
Teil: Lanagan

100 %

virgin

WOOL

XS-S-M-L-XL-XXL
XS-S-M-L-XL-XXL

black . beige
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vest / pant

yoa pant m/w
Very stylish high functional unisex
corduroy pant designed for any
snow sport activities as well as leisure and urban scope. Guarantees
thermal insulation and perfect
movement.
Details: asymmetric and ergonomic cut, ventilation zipper on legs,
removable snow gaiter, hydrophobic treatment of the 3-layer fabric,
zipped pockets.
Fabrics: 3L corduroy

Teil: Lanagan

chestnut . olive . black

XS-S-M-L-XL-XXL

yoa pant Summer m/w
Very stylish high functional unisex
corduroy pant designed for any
sport activities as well as leisure
and urban scope. Guarantees
thermal insulation and perfect
movement.
Details: asymmetric and ergonomic cut, ventilation zipper on legs,
removable snow gaiter, hydrophobic treatment of the 3-layer fabric,
zipped pockets.
Fabrics: 3L corduroy

XS-S-M-L-XL-XXL

chestnut . olive . black

hume snow pant m/w
The functional 3 layered fishbone
loden pant with its traditional and
stylish look can be used in any
snow sport, as well as leisure and
urban activity.
Details: removable snow gaiters
on outside, Teflon treated 3L
fabric, Cargo pockets on right
bottom leg, hand warming pockets
on hips.
Fabrics: 3L fishbone silk/wool
loden

gray . black

XS-S-M-L-XL-XXL
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second layer
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second layer

tekapo pull m
This precious asymmetric pull is
made of pure boiled virgin wool. The
stylish pullover with open cut finish
fits for snow sports and leisure
activities.
Details: asymmetric neck zipper,
ergonomic fit.

100 %

virgin

Fabrics: boiled virgin wool 350

WOOL

Teil: Lanagan

brown/beige . antra/royal
S-M-L-XL-XXL

LAmbo jkt w
Premium pure boiled virgin wool
jacket, with ergonomic cut fits to
everyone due to stretchy and still
luxury fabric.
Details: two way front zipper,
rounded collar, two zipped pockets.
Fabrics: boiled virgin wool 350

100 %

virgin

WOOL

Teil: Lanagan

brown/beige . antra/royal

XS-S-M-L-XL
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second layer

varna hoody jkt w
The technical and fashionable
jacket is a new kind of wool hoody
that combines a brushed fleece
lining with a durable wool mixture.
Details: articulated elbows, cosy
hoody, two hand-warming pockets,
elastic binding on cuff and waist.
Fabrics: 2L knitted wool composite
Teil: Lanagan

desert . salt&pepper

XS-S-M-L-XL

desert . salt&pepper

S-M-L-XL-XXL

tumba hoody jkt m
The rustic but technical version of
a traditional wool sweater is a new
kind of wool hoody that combines a
brushed fleece lining with a durable
wool mixture.
Details: articulated elbows, cosy
hoody, two hand-warming pocket,
elastic binding on cuff and waist.
Fabrics: 2L knitted wool composite
Teil: Lanagan
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second layer

kocanoosa jkt w
This jacket has an extraordinary
thermal insulation, incomparable
weight/compressibility ratio. Perfect ergonomic fit due to fabric
combination.
Details: reflecting bindings, stretchable softshell insert, inside Napoleon pocket, two handwarming
pockets, elastic waist adjuster.
Fabrics: highloft shell

Teil: Lanagan

black. brown
. brown
black

XS-S-M-L-XL

POSADA jkt m
This super light highloft garment
has great weight-temperature relation and perfect ergonomic fit for
snow sports and leisure activities.
Details: reflectors on zipper
and sleeves, functional JN logo
application on shoulders, reflecting
Napoleon pocket, two zipped handwarming pockets, elastic waist
adjuster.
Fabrics: highloft shell

Teil: Lanagan

S-M-L-XL-XXL

black . brown
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base layer
APPLICATION

multifunctional

Inari m

lll

Inari w

lll

base layer

INARI pull m
It is to be worn on the skin or as
thermal protection over undergarment. All sportspeople will find
the perfect companion for their
adventures and leisure.
Details: lightweight neck zip,
double-faced fabric for absorption
and better transport of moisture.
Fabrics: double-faced tecnowool

antra . jn red

S-M-L-XL-XXL

antra . jn red

XS-S-M-L-XL

INARI pull w
It is to be worn on the skin or as
thermal protection over undergarment. All sportspeople will find
the perfect companion for their
adventures and leisure.
Details: lightweight neck zip,
double-faced fabric for absorption
and better transport of moisture.
Fabrics: double-faced tecnowool
Teil: Lanagan
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kidswear /accessoires
APPLICATION

multifunctional

Milkbaby overall

lll
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lll

kidswear / Accessoire

milkbaby overall
Our cult overall for newcomers.
The milkbaby supplies babies with
deep and cosy head-to-toe warmth
in a simple to use, environmentally
friendly package. The boiled wool
garment allows babies to assist at
first winter outdoor excursions.
Special flap at hands and feet to
keep warm.
Fabrics: boiled virgin wool 450

100 %

virgin

WOOL

antra . desert

0-4 / 5-8 / 9-12 months

takatuka kids pant
The wool insulation of this pant and
the weather-shielding microcordura protection makes a functional
pant. It has the capacity to grow
with your kid due to adjustable
waistband.
100 %

virgin

WOOL

fabrics: boiled virgin wool 450
antra . desert

104, 116, 128, 140, 158

panda vest
This kiddies vest can be worn
under and over other clothes, for
three seasons application.
fabrics: premium virgin wool 500
100 %

virgin

WOOL

antra . desert

104, 116, 128, 140, 158

very cosy hat
Snow White emerging from fairyland. Very cosy highloft fleece. The
very cosy long scarf and a highloft
fleece are unbelievably comfortable. The snowstar embroidery
makes the hat very fashionable.

100 %

virgin

WOOL

fabrics: premium virgin wool 500
black . brown

one size

40

41

product specifications
Jochum & Nesler are proud to produce environmentally friendly outerwear. Our main collection is made of 100% virgin wool fibre. Nature
has developed a perfect working high tech fibre during the evolution.
Virgin wool is functional in almost all weather conditions. We kept an
eye on nature and learned how to survive in the mountains. Sheep’s
fleece works two things extremely well. It insulates and breathes. So
we have transformed this fibre into a clothing system to help you adapt
to your environment.

benefit of boiled wool
The high breathability of the wool regulates the body temperature.
The fiber of the milled knitted fabric is very curly. Consequently the garment is very
soft and won’t scratch the skin. Wool can absorb and release moisture and keeps
you warm even when it is damp. Wool neutralizes body odours. Protein molecules
neutralize sweat and thus prevent the emerging smells. Wool doesn’t need to be
washed even after frequent use because of the selfcleaning mechanism of the
natural fiber. Wool is a renewable source and biodegradable.
product care
To prolong the life of your JN apparel, follow the washing instructions found on
the inside tag of your garment. One of the best advantages of virgin wool is its
self-cleaning effect. This is benefiting for environment, has a long lasting effect on
the product and makes an easy care garment. We recommend washing the virgin
wool garment not more than once in a season. Our tecnowool products can be
machine washed at 30°C. Virgin wool is a lining product; it may shrink, so it needs
to be hand washed cold. All our products are signed with the “selfcleaner” sheep.
All those products also have a specific “product care” hangtag.
natural fabrics
SCHLADMINGER LODEN
Schladminger loden is almost indestructible 100 % virgin wool 750gr/m². It is
used for jackets, men’s and women’s wear as well as for skiwear and accessories.
The wool comes from Austrian mountain sheep only, thus it’s an authentic article
which combines traditional clothing with functional waterproof. The unicity of this
product shows in the production process. After weaving – using white and dark
treads and a special open and loose weaving structure- the fabric is handcrafted
on the original hammer mill from 1888. With this hard milling the fabric is loosing
it’s width and therefore receives such a typical rustic and sportive optic.

Premium virgin wool 500
For many centuries the production of Walker has been a speciality of Tyrol. The
Technique has been handed down from generation to generation, and only the
best natural virgin Merino wool is used. With the registered trademark we guaranntee that this garment is produced in Tyrol and expertly made from genuine
Tyrolean Walker. Thanks to over a century of experience the name of the company
MOESSMER, founded in 1894, guarantees the excellence of the Walker fabric
used in the manufacture of this garment. The name MOESSMER signifies the
marriage of solid tradition and progressive thinking. MOESSMER Walker can be
found in the very best stores all over the world.

Boiled vergin wool 350/Boiled vergin wool 450
Boiled Wool is obtained through a strict selection of best wools coming from the
Patagonian Andes in the Tierra del Fuego. A slow and continuos process of felting
leads to a warm, soft and comfortable final fabric .

Merino wool 200
Pontetortos’ Merino technical fabrics are made with the finest wool. This fabrics
are suited to be used directly on skin. Merino is soft, breathable and keeps you
warm. When wet this fine wool can be extended till 30% and then it recovers its
dimension completely. Merino is a natural thermoregulator. Merino absorbs the
moisture vapor from the body and releases it out into the air. This feature reduces
sweating and keeps you dry. Merino is suitable for multi climatic environments.
Tecnowool fabrics
Pontetorto Sportsystem has married their traditional wool fabrics and their
modern knits to create this new line of fabrics with the beautiful look of wool that
performs technically. Included are fabrics with a classic wool pullover look but
specially constructed to increase thermal insulation. Also find boiled wool fabrics
worked with waterproof treatments which keep their performance characteristics after several washings. We have added classic rib knit structures laminated
with a special membrane NO WIND to keep a sweater wind resistant but with a
perfect breathe ability. The specialty of Pontetorto, wool velour, has been treated
with waterproof product that does not affect the hand or look of the fabric. We
have laminated our fine wools with wind resistant and breathable membranes
NO WIND.
3L tecnowool loden
3 layer fabric with NO WIND membrane, mesh liner to permit seam taping working. outerlayer 80%VW ,18%NY, 2%LY .
3L square loden
3 layer fabric with NO WIND membrane, PL liner ,
PL, 4% PU.

outerlayer 50%VW, 46%

2L knitted wool
2 layer fabric with a fluffy fleece liner. outerlayer 50%AC, 30% VW, 20% PL.
Double-faced tecnowool
Outerside Virgin wool to provide warmth and disperse moisture, innerside PL is
transporting moisture to outerside and keeps the skin dry.
3L fishbone loden
3 layer fabric with NO WIND membrane, PL liner , outerlayer 50% PL, 25% AC,
17% W, 8% Silk, 5% PU.
2L fishbone loden
2 layer fabric with PL liner, outerlayer 50% PL, 25% AC, 17% W, 8% Silk, 5% PU.

size charts
Tecno fabrics
Dermizax EV softshell
Waterprofness 20.000, moisture permeability 4.000 , 288gr/cm².
This softshell is a bonding of the stretchable piqué weave nylon fabric, laminated
with the Toray membrane Dermizax EV, and the knitted polyester. The combination of a stretchy but highly resistant shell fabric, the extremely water-proof and
breathable membrane and the soft and warm knitted lining in a 3 layer structure,
our solution to have a top-performing material in the most comfortable jacket for
any outdoor activity.

3L dermizax EV
Waterprofness 20.000, moisture permeability 4.000 is a stretchable twill weave
nylon fabric, laminated with the Toray membrane Dermizax EV: very versatile for
any technical garment shape. Thanks to the yarn stretchability and mechanical
resistance, it also guarantees top water-proofness with extreme moisture permeability. The 3L construction with Dermizax membrane and nylon tricot on the
back makes it the ideal product for heavyduty shells without lining, as well as for
easy use high performance shells suitable for any purpose.

2,5L entrant DT
The Toray “Dry Technology” - the Entrant DT coated stretch nylon rip-stop - with
10,000 mm waterproofness and Moisture Permeability 10,000 gr/mq/24h is
the ideal solution for the sportswear – even heavyduty level – and the casual wear,
for packable garment without lining: the exclusive special print on the coating is
extremely resistant to abrasion, for ultra-light highly technical jackets to be used
any time.

Highloft shell
This fabric is designed to provide the necessary thermal insulation to face the
harshest climatic conditions. It is made with a fiber that does not disperse the
heat with which it comes into contact, and is knitted on special machines capable
of increasing the volume of the fabric by as much as 80% compared to a normal
fleece fabric. The greater bulk means more air entrapped in the fabric and this
enhances it’s thermal insulation potential.
3L corduroy
This is a elastic cotton outer layer corduroy fabric with a durable water-resistant
WRT treatment. On this fabric, a strong breathable lamination is applied to stop
the wind; its elastic structure leaves the body the maximum freedom of movement. The wind protection fabric is a second skin.

men
in cm

XS

S

M

L

XL

XXL

German size

44

46

48

50

52

54

Italian size

48

50

52

54

56

58

chest measurement

84-88

88-92

92-96

waist circumference

76-80

80-84

84-88

body height

96-100 100-106 106-112
88-92

92-98

98-104

170-175 175-180 180-185 180-185 185-190 185-190

women
in cm

XS

S

M

L

XL

German size

36

38

40

42

44

Italian size

40

42

44

46

48

chest measurement

81-84

84-88

88-92

92-98

98-104

waist circumference

63-67

67-71

71-75

75-81

81-87

body height

159-164 163-168 167-172 167-172 170-174

pants
in cm

XS

S

M

L

XL

XXL

German Size

44

46

48

50

52

54

Italian size

48

50

52

54

56

58

waist circumference

76-80

80-84

84-88

88-92

92-98

98-104

crotch length

76

78

80

82

84

86

body height

170-175 175-180 180-185 180-185 185-190 185-190
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countries
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